TANDON: A Global Community
Mon, Nov 12 | 1pm-3pm | 6 Metrotech Center, MakerSpace Event Space
Learn more about the impact the NYU Tandon School of Engineering community has made globally.

ISC PRESENTS: Alumni Networking Gala
Tues, Nov 13 | 6pm-8pm | Wasserman Center Presentation Room A
This unique networking opportunity allows current NYU students to gain insights about life after graduation from international NYU alumni.

GRAD EVENT: A Global Pandemic HIV/AIDS
Wed, Nov 14 | 12pm-1:30 PM | Kimmel Center 703
Panel discussion on an interdisciplinary approach to advocacy work around the HIV/AIDS global pandemic.

GRAND BAZAAR
Thurs, Nov 15 | 12pm-3pm | Kimmel Center 4th Floor
Celebrate the international experiences, sights, and food from all the NYU Global Sites.

INTERNATIONAL MOVIE NIGHT WITH OGS AND R.I.S.E.
Thurs, Nov 15 | 6pm-8pm | Third North C-3 Mini-Theater
Join OGS and R.I.S.E. for a screening of Guillermo de Toro’s Pan’s Labyrinth with pizza and snacks.

GRAND CONCOURSE
Thurs, Nov 15 | 12pm-3pm | Kimmel Center 4th Floor
Information on study away experiences in the US and around the world.